
Introducing the latest 
range of refrigerator - the 
6TH SENSE JUMBOFLEXI, 
boosts a whopping storage 
capacity of up to 591 litres 
while conforming to the 
61cm counter depth to fit 
into every kitchen design 
seamlessly. The first French 
door bottom in our line of 
refrigerator, the 6TH SENSE 
JUMBOFLEXI is designed 
from ground up with the 
most advanced refrigeration 
technology to deliver Jumbo 
storage capacity without the 
bulky footprint. 

REFRESH  
YOUR SENSES

The 6TH SENSE JUMBOFLEXI is the culmination of form and 
function. Exquisitely crafted both exterior and interior in 
understated elegance that complement the most modern 
kitchen. The unique slim fit design makes them deceptively 
small on the outside but provides an astounding 80cm 
wide spacious storage on the inside, giving you endless 
possibilities to your storage experience.

DESIGN THAT EXUDES 
CONFIDENCE & CLASS



FLEXIBILITY FOR EVERYDAY CONVENIENCE
The 6TH SENSE JUMBOFLEXI is ergonomically designed with multiple compartments and adjustable shelves to 
provide limitless storage configurations that helps you organize your food neatly. The fridge surfaces are built 
with food contact materials that conforms to the strictest TUV standards for a complete peace of mind in food 
safety and hygiene.

With the Fast Freeze and Fast Cool features, 
there is no need to wait for your food to freeze 
or chill. At a push of a button, the freezing or 
chilling process will be accelerated to better seal 
in the quality and nutritional value of your food. www.whirlpool.com.sg 

Customer Service Hotline: +65 6250 6888              Whirlpool Singapore 

Catering to different needs and food choices, the smart  
6TH SENSE FlexiFreeze convertible freezer compartments 
allows you to customize your temperature settings that 
is ideal for what you are storing. Choose from three 
temperatures for selective freezing requirements:

SoftFreeze (-7°C): 
Avoid defrosting process for frozen food you  
will eat within a week. You can place food  
directly from the freezer to pan.

MildFreeze (-12°C): 
Prevent hard, frozen ice cream. Gives  
the best original taste of the dessert.

DeepFreeze (-18°C):  
Preserve the nutritional value 
of food for longer.

The 6TH SENSE FreshLock 
intuitively detects any temperature 
fluctuation and automatically 
restores the freezer compartment 
to the optimal setting for 
preserving fresh food longer and in 
the most natural way. 

The latest 6TH SENSE JUMBOFLEXI takes food preservation to a new level with the 6TH SENSE intelligent technology, 
powered by 6 smart sensors and intuitive functionalities to create the best environment for keeping your food fresh.

TECHNOLOGY THAT DRIVES SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

SLIDING TRAY

FAST FREEZE
IN ONE TOUCH

Within the freezer compartment, the
6TH SENSE FreezeLock minimizes
temperature variations to reduce 5 
times* lesser freezer burn. The lesser 
amount of blood water loss, the 
maximum amount of nutrients, taste 
and flavour is preserved in frozen food.

*Result based on Whirlpool internal lab testing. 

with FreezeLock

Blood Water Loss 3ml
Retain Maximum Nutrients

     conventional

Blood Water loss17ml
Loss of Nutrients

SPECIFICATIONS

6TH SENSE JUMBOFLEXI
French Door Bottom Mount
5WQ24NIJAS

DESIGN
Net Capacity 591L
Fridge Capacity 384L
Freezer Capacity 207L
Electronic Touch Control Display
LED
Stainless steel
905mm (W) x 1874mm (H) x 610mm (D)*
118kg

ORGANIZATION 
Egg tray
2 x Sliding Tray
Twist Ice Maker
Adjustable shelves & door bins

PERFORMANCE 
6TH SENSE FreshLock
6TH SENSE FreezeLock
6TH SENSE FlexiFreeze convertible mode
Holiday mode
Gradual lighting
Silent Zen Inverter
Multi Airflow 
Fast Freezing 
Fast Cooling 
No Frost 
CloudFresh Anti-bacterial Filter
10kg/24hr
37.5dBa
220-240V, 50Hz
MELS 2 Ticks

*Depth with door equals 690mm

EAN 4897068762096

Precise & Consistent  Temperature 
Ensures  Food Freshness


